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Synopsis

The Rivers of Great Britain: Rivers of the East Coast is a complete guide to the important rivers of Britain written by various authors.  Whethser for academic or informative purpose, this book will be a good read to understand detailed information of the rivers and the geographical reach. 
Excerpts
THE Wharfe is typical of the broad shire. From beginning to end it is a Yorkshire stream. Having its origin on the slopes of the Cam mountain, in the north-west of the county, it traverses, in the sixty or seventy miles of its course to the Ouse, almost every description of the scenery for which this great division of England is famous. Over moorland and meadowland, rushing madly down precipitous rocks and flowing placidly along fertile plains, shut up in some parts within deep gorges and at other points spreading out to river-like dimensions, it has an ever-varying charm to all who trace its progress.
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